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Abstract

The introduction of subscription-based crowdfunding has created an additional stream for online content creators to fund their content production, build a community, and grow their revenue. In this paper, we investigate the impact of subscription-based crowdfunding adoption on content creators’ online channel performance. Using a unique and near homogenous data set of YouTube channels focused on “sailing”, and exploiting a quasi-natural experiment set-up, we show that subscription-based crowdfunding adoption results in an increase in channel performance in terms of registered new subscribers and views. We discuss the implications.
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Introduction

As online crowdfunding continues to mature, indie content creators have begun adopting the subscription-based crowdfunding model as a way to grow a dedicated community, fund content production, and grow revenues (Patreon 2019; Tate 2013). The subscription-based crowdfunding model allows these content creators solicit funds from the crowd on an on-going basis. Funders in the subscription-model crowdfunding typically pledge to support creators per creative output or a certain number of times per month. They can also unlock certain content features or benefits by subscribing to fund the creators. On the surface, subscription-based crowdfunding can be likened to a recurring tip jar with some form of paywall hosting (Wilson 2017). According to Patreon (2019), subscription-based crowdfunding promises a more predictable and regular revenue to creators and is different from the typical one-off crowdfunding model. With its rising popularity, one-off crowdfunding model platforms like Kickstarter have begun spinning off alternative platforms that support the subscription-based model of crowdfunding.

Despite the growing popularity of subscription-based crowdfunding among indie content creators (Tate 2013), little has been done to understand how its adoption affects creators. It is not clear if adopting and integrating subscription-based crowdfunding tools into a creator’s online channel positively or negatively impacts the creator’s channel’s performance. Prior research has shown that the introduction of some form of paid subscription or pay-for-content on online content channels like news sites can have negative (Chiou and Tucker 2013) or mixed effects (Kim et al. 2018) on site performance. There are plausible reasons to expect that the adoption of the subscription-based crowdfunding model on a creators channel will have a positive effect. Existing literature suggests that paying for products or services can affect the way an individual uses the product or service, as she will try to extract value from such payments made (Adams 1965; Bapna et al. 2016). Funders who subscribe to fund a creator’s channel on an on-going basis may thus want to maximize value from their funds by consuming their money’s worth of content posted on the channel. Further, because these online channels employ various social features including sharing buttons (Parameswaran and Whinston 2007), friends can easily share a creator’s channel and through peer influence cause other friends to subscribe and/or view content on the creator’s channel.
On the other hand, it is also plausible that the integration of subscription-based crowdfunding could have negative effects because consumers are less willing to pay for the online content (Pattabhiramaiah et al. 2017), especially if they were previously free (Crosbie 2002) or require subscription to unlock interesting content features. Additionally, consumers may rather seek out alternative channels with similar content or simply stop accessing the online channel altogether (Cook and Atari, 2012, Crosbie, 2002). Therefore, the overall effect of subscription-based crowdfunding model adoption and integration into a creator’s channel raises an empirical question.

In this paper, we investigate the adoption of the subscription-based crowdfunding model into a content creator’s online channel. Specifically, we ask if the adoption of subscription-based crowdfunding affects a content creator’s online channel performance and how, if it does. Given that a significant amount of the subscription-based crowdfunding adopters are YouTubers (CrowdCrux 2019) and that YouTube remains one of the biggest platforms for publishing video content (Patel 2017), we focus on creators’ YouTube channel performance in terms of subscribers (fan-base) and views (a surrogate for advertising revenue).

To examine this question, we use a unique set of data extracted from sailing-channels.com, a website that curates YouTube channels focused on sailing. Our data allows us to compare a near homogenous set of YouTube channels and to exploit a quasi-natural experimental setup to empirically identify the effect of adopting the subscription-based crowdfunding model on a creator's channel. We find that the adoption of subscription-based crowdfunding is associated with a higher number of subscribers and views.

Related literature

Our work relates to several streams of literature. First, it builds on the growing literature on crowdfunding and some of its potential benefits to creators. Second, it complements the extant work investigating the impact of subscription-based models including “paywalls” on online digital content channels. We discuss them here.

Online Crowdfunding

Online crowdfunding has proven to be valuable to creators, especially those in areas like arts where funding may be harder to secure. A significant amount of past research have highlighted several benefits of online crowdfunding to creators. Kuppuswamy and Roth (2016) documents that in addition to finances, crowdfunding provides such benefits as publicity, access to external funding, and more business to creators. Skirnevskiy et al. (2017) suggests that by crowdfunding, creators can build social capital which may prove very valuable. Mollick (2016) document that in addition to funding, the value of crowdfunding may be in the community it builds around the creator's product. Further, Viotto da Cruz (2018) and Xu (2018) find that crowdfunding acts as a source for information. They show that creators derive explicit and implicit informational cues, which benefit them in launching their products.

In these works, we observe that by crowdfunding, creators can gain additional value beyond the finances. However, the benefits highlighted in the above studies are drawn from investigating the one-off crowdfunding model where crowdfunding campaigns have a duration (start-date and end-date), and often have due dates on which products will be delivered. We do not know if they value derived stops at the end of the campaign and after funders have received the products which they crowdfunded. This leaves a gap on what is known about the effect of the subscription-based crowdfunding model were creators do not offer one-off creative outputs from a crowdfunding campaign but are crowdfunding to have a steady stream of creative outputs. While this paper aims to fill this gap, it also makes an empirical comparison between creators who engage in crowdfunding and those who do not.

Subscription and Online Content

Our work is related to studies investigating the impact of pay-for-content or subscription model on online digital content websites. Many online content sites adopt the pay-for-content or subscription-based model or as a way to boost their bottom-line (Prasad et al. 2003). However, this may come at the risk of losing readership and site visits. Chiou and Tucker (2013) and Pattabhiramaiah et al. (2017) show the negative effects of the subscription-based model on online news websites. They find that it leads to lower readership, less site visits, lower site engagement. In their survey study, Cook and Attari (2012) report
that individuals visited the New York Times online new web site less after the introduction of paywalls. These studies attribute these negative impact of the subscription-based model on online content website performance metrics to low consumer willingness to pay for online content (Pattabhiramaiah et al. 2017) or reactance to paying for something that was previously free (Cook and Attari 2012). Further, these studies focus on the effect of a fixed-rate type of subscription rather than a pay-what-you-have type of subscription as it is with the subscription-based crowdfunding model.

Scholars have shown that people’s willingness to pay for content can be increased when they perceive that paying for such content is fair (Cook and Attari 2012; Wang et al. 2005). By using a subscription-based crowdfunding model instead of outright paying-for-content or subscription, creators signal to consumers the need for support while appealing to peoples’ perception of fairness. Because subscription-based crowdfunding involves paying what you can, consumers may thus see subscribing to fund the creator’s creative output as a way to support the content creator rather than paying for content. Hence, funders may be more willing to subscribe to a recurring donation process in order to keep the creators production alive. Additionally, funders can become champions of the creator’s online channel driving new subscribers to the creator’s channel and increasing viewership. In this regard, we view the adoption of subscription-based crowdfunding as driving positive effects on channel.

**Data and Methodology**

We collected data from sailing-channels.com, a website that curates YouTube sailing channels, over a period of 9 months starting on April 20th, 2018. The data were collected for 17 observation points in time, each 2 weeks apart to create a panel of data. Our data consist of YouTube channels launched before the date in which we started the data collection process. To understand the effect of adopting the subscription-based crowdfunding model on channel performance, we focus on active YouTube channels who uploaded at least one new video during the period of data collection. Our data consists of 330 YouTube sailing channels, with 115 of the channels adopting the subscription-based crowdfunding model at various times before and during the period of data collection. We exploit this exogenous variation in the time of adoption of the subscription-based crowdfunding model by creators in our analysis.

**Measures**

**Dependent variable:**

Because we are interested in the impact of the subscription based crowdfunding model on YouTube channel performance metrics, our performance metrics are the number of new subscribers to the YouTube channel and the number of views the channel receives. However, we use the logarithm of these metrics in our analysis because of their skewed nature.

**Independent variable:**

Our main independent variable is subscription-based crowdfunding adoption (SubCF). It is a binary variable that takes the value 1 if the creator has adopted subscription-based crowdfunding in a specific period and 0 if she has not.

**Control variables:**

Several variables are included in our analysis to account for factors that vary within each channel and may drive the number of subscribers or views a YouTube channel receives. They include the prior number of subscribers (PriorNumSub), prior number of videos on the channel (PriorNumVid), prior number of views (PriorNumView), Length of words in the Title (TitleLen), Length of words in the description (DescLen), Instagram integration (Insta), Facebook integration (FB), and Twitter integration (Twit).

We use the age of the channel as a weighting factor in our analysis. The descriptive statistics of the variables are available upon request.
**Estimation Approach**

We rely on the difference-in-difference (DID) technique to test the effect of subscription-based crowdfunding adoption. This identification strategy has been implemented in several extant studies information systems studies including Chan and Ghose (2013) and Xu et al. (2016). DID mimics an experimental research design using observational data. It allows us to treat YouTube channels that have adopted the subscription-based crowdfunding model over a given period as a treatment group and those that have not as the control group. Hence, we can contrast the treatment effects across the two groups on our outcomes of interest – subscribers and views. Our main estimating equation is of the form:

\[
\log(\text{Outcome}_{ct}) = A_c + B_t + m. R_{ct} + n. S_{ct} + \sigma_{ct}
\]

where \(c\) indexes channels and \(t\) indexes time; \(\text{Outcome}_{ct}\) is the log of the number of new subscribers and views received by channel \(c\) at time \(t\). \(A_c\) is a vector of 330 channel fixed effects; \(B_t\) is a vector of time fixed effects; \(R_{ct}\) is a vector of control variables; \(S_{ct}\) is the binary indicator for subscription-based crowdfunding adoption, that is \(S_{ct} = 1\) if the channel has adopted subscription-based crowdfunding in a particular time period \(t\). The co-efficient \(n\) is the DID estimate of the effect of subscription-based crowdfunding adoption on channel performance. To assess the robustness of the results and to account for potential endogeneity concerns about channels adopting subscription-based crowdfunding and those not adopting it, we weighted our regressions by the age of the channel and implemented Poisson regressions to account for the count nature of new subscribers and views. We report the results in Table 1.

**Preliminary Results and Conclusions**

Results from our preliminary analysis in Table 1 show that the adoption of subscription-based crowdfunding increases a channels subscriber base and the number of views received. In essence, we observe that channels whose creators adopted subscription-based crowdfunding registered more subscribers and views than those whose creators did not adopt.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DV: Channel Subscribers</th>
<th>DV: Channel Views</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OLS</strong></td>
<td><strong>Poisson</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model 1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Model 2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SubCF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.729***</td>
<td>0.516**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.378)</td>
<td>(0.209)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model 3</strong></td>
<td><strong>Model 4</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls Included</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-Squared</td>
<td>0.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log-likelihood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted by channel age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| <strong>OLS</strong>                 | <strong>Poisson</strong>      |
| <strong>Model 5</strong>             | <strong>Model 6</strong>      |
| SubCF                   |                  |
| 0.787***                | 0.909***         |
| (0.329)                 | (0.218)          |
| Controls Included       |                  |
| Yes                     | Yes              |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R-Squared</th>
<th>0.074</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Log-likelihood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted by channel age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ***p<0.01; **p<0.05; *p<0.1, Standard errors in bracket

Table 1. Results of Preliminary Analysis

This work-in-progress offers some insights on subscription-based crowdfunding, a new form of crowdfunding. Also, it contributes to several streams of literature while providing some practical implications. First, it adds to the growing literature of crowdfunding by exploring the impact of subscription-based crowdfunding on creators’ online channels. We find evidence suggesting that adopting the subscription-based crowdfunding model benefits creators’ online channel in terms of number of subscribers gained and views rather than hurting. Practically, our finding suggests that creators can engage in subscription-based crowdfunding as a way to not only boost income but also to increase their online channel performance. Second, it contributes to the literature on subscription or pay-for-content by
showing that, by using subscription-based crowdfunding, a pay-what-you-have type of subscription, online content providers may benefit from improved site performance.

Although this work takes the creators' perspective by looking at the impact of subscription-based crowdfunding adoption on their online channel, we intend to also investigate from the funders perspective to see if they benefit in terms of the volume and quality of creative content produced after creators adopt the subscription-based crowdfunding model.
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